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Maitri-Griha Children report April 2016. 

 

Sandesh is the eldest and the smartest boy among all the children.He is capable of 

handling all his daily living activities.Since 5
th

 of April he is going for training in the  

“pottrie” making place.We observed his performance and interest and found he is fond of 

the clay works.In the first few days he learned to use mould,Making birds and fish.They 

further give training of carving it,painting  with the appropriate colors.The”Pottrie” is at 

kharibot which is 2 kilometers far from maitri-griha.We are sending Chandra kala staff 

from Maitri Griha with the two children Sandesh and Ashmita.They go before lunch and 

return back for the lunch.Then they get enrolled in the  daily activities of Maitri-Griha.We hope he will show good 

progress in this training in upcoming days.Now our main goal is to give him more and more vocational training and 

make him skilled person.So,that he can do some work and can make his own as for living.Sandesh these days is 

getting two training i.e candle making and pottery making. 

Sailesh is growing up with improvement in his daily activities in his class as well as in the 

ADL structural activites of maitri-griha.Like,candle making ,helping the Didi’s to wash 

dish, cleaning the hall after the lunch or in the morning time under the guidance of 

volunteer or the staff from maitri-Griha. 

He is getting physiotherapy on the daily bases as he needs lots of exercise to make his 

muscles strong so that he can grasp the object firmly.The problem with sailesh that he 

can’t go for other training is that he is not physically strong enough to handle the things 

as he catch and grasp any object very weakly.The coming days goal for him is giving exercise to make his muscles 

strong,to improve in his eye hand co-ordination movement and make him ready to go for vocational training.He is 

friendly and helpful to other children.So,his overall performance is satisfactory. 

Ashmita joined in the “Pottrie”making place on 3rd March.She joined before 

Sandesh,She too seems very happy at the pottrie training.It is very nice of Shangrila 

Home for giving us opportunity to let our children to sent there for this training.Also we 

have to thank Ger peteer for doing co-ordination with the Director(Wim) from “Shangrila 

Home”. This program  is very  useful to the children as they seem happy to play with the 

clay and of course  its enhances  their motivational feeling of improving and doing better 

and better.  

Analyzing her quick progressing and more learning abilities .On 27
th

 March we shifted 

her in the advance class along with the bigger boys.Like for other bigger boys we are also letting her to involved in 

vocational training in upcoming days. She is quick in learning compare to other children.She is getting physio-

therapy in daily bases,she is focus on both speech and physical exercise.She is improving with her speech ,making 

better sounds than before. 
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Minkumar is a mild Autistic child.He get’s easily distracted by the surrounding 

environment.So,it’s a big challenge to teach him and improve his learning 

abilities.But,due to our untiring  effort from all the staff.We could see his 

progress on the ADL activities(eating,dressing,toileting).He doesn’t have a 

problem on eating and toileting these days and also for dressing.In his individual 

class he is getting task like puzzling,colouring,lining,pictograms,putting back the 

right shape and size puzlle.At this moment our goal for him is to make him work 

more meanwhile this his will help him to increase his concentrating power to the specific work so,that 

he can learn better. 

He is also getting physiotherapy on the daily bases.For him specially the speech therapy.He is in 

progressing level as his speech sounds  is better and he is using small and short words which is a good 

sign of his development in language.Our further goal for Minkumar is focusing on speech therapy and to 

increase his concentrating power. 

Maitri-Griha’s Daily activities 
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Maitri-Griha New –Building Construction  update Report 

 After the continuous  work of a month,The DPC level (Damp proof course) of Maitri-Griha new building  has been 

finished and Now the wall  has been raised So, if the weather favors may be by next week.The wall will also be 

finished and will be ready for the binding of rod and wire on the rooftop. Its give good feeling that now finally  we 

can get the image of the House of “Maitri-Griha”.We hope we can shift in the new house of MG by the end of May. 

We thank all the sponsors and well-wisher of maitri-Griha for your great support that you all did for the new 

building of Maitri-Griha.Also,we have to thank the constructor (Man Bahadur Tamang) and all the labors  for their 

continuous hard work to finish the work in the time frame. 

Finally we would like to thank all of you for your continuous and generous support to “Maitri-Griha”.We keep 

you updated.Namaste!! 


